Nokia AirFrame Cloud Infrastructure for Real-time applications (NCIR)

Executive Summary
Nokia AirFrame Cloud Infrastructure for Real-time applications (NCIR) is a Network Functions Virtualization cloud solution, offering unique scalability and performance for the most demanding telco workloads in the 5G era. The latest release is an OPNFV* verified telco-grade solution that meets the requirements of high bandwidth and low latency applications at edge datacenters.

NCIR complements the Nokia AirFrame open edge datacenter solution. Together they provide the first solution in the market that enables operators to create edge clouds with widespread support of industry automation and real-time consumer applications.

NCIR offers the Edge Cloud solution its real-time optimized, OPNFV verified cloud infrastructure with OpenStack distribution built to run in small datacenters while providing the performance and low latency required by solutions like Cloud RAN. NCIR is the first edge optimized cloud infrastructure with carrier-grade high availability as well as flexibility to scale from single server edge cloud to multi-rack solutions. It offers easy deployment, with remote upgrade automation and configuration management.

- First edge optimized cloud infrastructure for CSPs’ high performance requirements
- Hybrid management of virtual machines and container workloads and umbrella management capabilities for a large number of distributed loads
- OPNFV verified offering with fast time to market - leveraging and scaling open source

Drivers & benefits

- Support for real-time software optimization and hardware accelerators
- Flexible scalability from single server edge cloud to multi-rack with SDN
- Interoperable and open, also supporting third party VNFs
- Time to market advantage with latest stable OpenStack, continuous delivery.
- Carrier grade high availability with sub-second reaction time, auto-recovery
- Deployment and update/upgrade automation with remote capability, runtime configuration management and open APIs. Designed for Security and Serviceability

The Edge Cloud will be a fundamental asset for service providers, allowing them to support new services and applications and opening new vertical market opportunities. The industry needs to start preparing and implementing edge infrastructure now to address these business opportunities and be ready for the next evolutionary steps of their networks, including 5G.

*OPNFV is Open source carrier grade NFV reference platform hosted by Linux Foundation. Aim is to speed up development and deployment of NFV, and accelerate the transformation of service provider and enterprise networks.
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